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E D I T O R I A L

N O T E

In recent times, natural gas has emerged as the most significant
source of energy for various sectors of the Country’s economy. Its utility
is no more confined to domestic and commercial sectors rather it has
expanded its footprints to power sector thus establishing itself as the
most critical natural resource for the Country. In the wake of this shift,
Government of Pakistan also emphasizes on timely and effective
determination of the demand for the imported gas so that the same can
be arranged on time. The concerns of the Federal Government in this
regard can be gauged by the recent visit of Special Assistant to Prime
Minister on Petroleum Nadeem Babar to the SNGPL Head Office.
It must be admitted that he had an extremely busy schedule here
which included chairing a number of important meetings and a media
talk. During the media talk, he spoke in detail about the issues pertaining
to SNGPL particularly the ones related to UFG ratio. He informed media
persons that a comprehensive program has been devised jointly by the
Ministry and the Management of SNGPL to combat the menace of UFG
under which various measures will be taken to ensure its success. The
Special Assistant to Prime Minister also talked about defective or
inefficient gas equipments used by the consumers which led to
excessive consumption of natural gas hence inflated gas bills. He also
announced launch of awareness campaign to encourage use of energy
efficient gas equipments in the near future. He informed that the Federal
Government is shaping up strategies to tackle the challenges in gas
sector of the Country which will require efforts both at the Company and
consumers’ ends. Government of Pakistan realizes that while Sui
Northern Gas needs to take certain measures to bring down the UFG
ratio, consumers at the same time also need to take up the responsibility
to control excessive use of natural gas. Criticizing gas tariff and the utility
company for high gas bills may be easy job but the current situation of
the Country and scarce natural resources demand for self accountability.
At the moment, SNGPL is making every possible effort to
discourage gas theft. Now it is consumers turn to partner with the
Company in order to help conserve natural gas. Federal Government
deserves much appreciation for understanding the root causes of the
challenges in gas sector.
SNGPL continued crackdown against gas theft in July also.
Special UFG Control Task Force constituted by the Management under
the instructions of the Ministry of Petroleum raided several places in
Lahore, Sheikhupura, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Gujrat, Sargodha and
Peshawar regions as part of the crackdown. This Task Force has so far
caught cases of gas theft via direct use, under billing cases, commercial
use through domestic meter, and direct by-pass from main line. The task
force has successfully booked volume of 1,909.81 hm3 in 65 cases. The
efforts of the special task force and regions need to be appreciated for
this is in no way an easy job. It requires a lot of courage to take action
against influential gas pilferers in some highly unfavourable conditions.
As employees of Sui Northern Gas and also as a responsible citizen of
Pakistan, all of us must be vigilant at all times to safeguard interests of
our Company and also the precious natural resource of the Country.
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(Syed Jawad Naseem)
Chief Editor

MESSAGE FROM

M A N A G I N G

D I R E C T O R

“The greatest danger for most of us is not that our aim is too high and we
miss it, but that it is too low and we reach it.”
- Michelangelo, renowned Italian Artist
I believe that there is nothing like easy or difficult goals in life.
Something that is achieved in the blink of an eye cannot be termed as a
goal at all. A goal, to me, is defined by its impact that it has on the one who
achieves it and the surroundings. A well-defined goal comprises of
challenges, high risks, lower chances and possible criticism. It always
seems impossible when you originate your mission to achieve it but if you
manage to concentrate even in the toughest of the situations then at one
point, the destination starts appearing a bit easier. Beware that it may only
be an illusion so you need to continue running until you hit the target.
Government of Pakistan also recently assigned us certain goals and as
usual many of us found them too challenging to achieve in so little time
period. That is where I started my message from. A goal is always
challenging so how can one wish it to be easier. There is always a shorter
path to problems which has the ability to provide us with immediate relief
but at times such temporary solutions have hurt the Company interests in
longer run so much so that at one point the future didn’t seem promising.
Better solutions demand patience and persistence. Since it takes
much longer time to bear fruit hence the criticism is, factually speaking,
unbearable at times. The maiden visit of Mr. Nadeem Babar, Special
Assistant to Prime Minister on Petroleum, to our Head Office was also aimed
at devising a program that enables us to get rid of the UFG issue. Federal
Government and the Company Management are in agreement that the
issue of UFG cannot be resolved through a linear approach hence it needs
to be dealt through a multitier approach wherein the focus needs to be on
matters that need immediate attention. The Management will be containing
gas leakages through replacement of network which is in dilapidated shape
while fixing minor leakages that immediately form huge volumes
collectively. An anti-gas theft crackdown is already in full swing for the last
many months now. The massive operation being carried out in Punjab and
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa has successfully unearthed gas theft cases of both
small and large scales. This is going to enormously help us in bringing
down the UFG ratio. We aim to continue it despite all the hurdles which
include even life threats to our team members.
Another very important aspect that contributes in wastage of natural
gas is the common use of inefficient and faulty gas equipments and we are
thankful to the Special Assistant on Petroleum who greatly emphasized on it
during the press conference. We will be launching an exclusive awareness
campaign with the objective of creating awareness among the gas
consumers in the matter. The inefficient as well as poorly maintained gas
equipments lead to high consumption of natural gas. This not only
financially burdens the consumer but also lead to wastage of a precious
natural resource.
In order to meet the above mentioned targets, we need to team up
as we did in the past also when the Company needed us. Let us prove
again that together we can achieve any challenge.
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COVER STORY

COMPREHENSIVE PROGRAM
READY TO REDUCE UFG

PRIME MINISTER’S SPECIAL ASSISTANT ON
PETROLEUM VISITS SNGPL HEAD OFFICE
Media Affairs Department Special Assistant to

Prime Minister on
Petroleum Nadeem Babar recently paid maiden
visit to the SNGPL Head Office in Lahore. During
his visit, he had detailed meetings with the
Managing Director Mahmood Zia Ahmed and
Senior Management of the Company. He also
spoke to the media persons at length about
different issues pertaining to SNGPL in particular
and the energy sector in general. Nadeem
Babar told journalists that a comprehensive
program is being devised in collaboration with
SNGPL which includes containing gas leakages
and gas theft to reduce UFG. He said that one
part of the program focuses on changing old
pipelines and defected gas meters wherever
needed to stop gas leakage. Another part of the
program will deal with curbing gas theft which is
critical in reducing UFG. “The Management has
shared details of the two-year program. Under
this program, we are working on different
initiatives, some of which are on monthly basis
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while others on quarterly basis. We expect that
we’ll be having some concrete data after five, six
months and we will definitely share with you
once we finalize the data. Let me tell you that we
have already started observing significant
improvements in the situation.”
The Premier’s Special Assistant admitted
that SNGPL has a huge consumer base and
territory to deal with hence the preparations for
the upcoming winter seasons are already
underway. “The Company has 6.5 million
consumers and equally huge franchise area as it
serves entire Punjab, Khyber Paktunkhwa and
even Kashmir. Apart from overhauling the
leakages, we have started preparing for the
winters. Gas consumption increases more than
twofold during winter season due to use of
geyser and heater so we have to prepare
effective program to manage the increased
consumption.” Nadeem Babar also rightly
pointed out towards use of inefficient gas
appliances by consumers which multiplies their

gas bills. “You may have come across a report by
Petroleum Ministry about use of inefficient
conventional gas geysers which consume more gas
and become a reason for inflated gas bills. We are
now developing a program to educate consumers
which will be launched in late August. It will educate
consumers about economical ways to consume
natural gas. We also want to aware consumers that
natural gas is an asset hence it must be conserved.”
Mr. Babar also told journalists that the
government is preparing well to fill up demand
supply gap during the winters. He said that the
Federal Government will be issuing import order for
RLNG shortly so that there is no shortage of gas for

domestic consumers. He further said that both the RLNG
terminals are operating on full capacity and measures
are being taken to ensure that they continue to operate in
the same way during the winter season. Before
concluding the presser, he requested the media to help
government in creating awareness about gas
conservation. Nadeem Babar said that we don’t restrict
consumers from using geyser or heater rather we only
request them to use it wisely without wasting natural gas
so that you don’t get high bills and natural gas also
remains available for others. At the end, journalist asked
a number of questions related to RLNG import, new gas
tariff and other relevant issues which were responded in
detail by the Special Assistant to Prime Minister.
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CRACKDOWN

ON THE MISSION TO CATCH
GAS PILFERERS
A UFG Control Task Force
at Head Office was
constituted on the instruction of Ministry of
Petroleum and Natural Resources by the
Management to monitor UFG and vigilance/theft
control activities of the regions in April 2019 and
to act as a deterrent for gas pilferers. The task
force comprises of two wings each lead by Chief
Engineer reporting to General Manager (HSE).
Analysis wing has the responsibility of acquiring
and analyzing data of different categories of
consumers and forwarding the respective cases
details to the Action wing which visit/raid the
premises/CMS for physical checking.
UFG-C Task Force

The role and responsibilities of task
force is to check, analyze and conduct raids at
suspected consumers of different categories in
regions. Categories of consumers include Steel
Mills, Textile, CNG, Ceramics, Pottery, Glass,
Paper and Board etc. Action Wing of Task Force
carry out surprise visit at suspected consumers,
cross check gas theft complaints received from
different sources and take appropriate measures
as per procedure in coordination with regional
teams. Consumption comparison with respect to
billing history and connected load of individual
consumers is a task carried out by Analysis
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Wing.

In this context UFG control Task Force
made tremendous efforts and caught many
cases of gas theft via direct use, under billing
cases, commercial use through domestic meter,
and direct by-pass from main line In all such
cases, service lines were capped and
by-passes were disconnected.
Task Force has carried out its activities
in Lahore, Sheikhupura, Faisalabad, Gujranwala,
Gujrat, Sargodha and Peshawar regions. The
task force is expected to increase its activities in
the remaining regions soon.
Although Industrial and Commercial
consumers are focused for checking gas
pilferage but major volume of gas theft is in the
domestic to commercial use of meters.
CONSUMER CATEGORY NO OF CONSUMERS VISITED
Industrial
15
Commercial
27
CNG
02
Domestic
116
Non Consumers
05
TOTAL
165

SR. NO.
1
2
3
4

DESCRIPTION
No. of premises checked till date
No. of violation cases
No. of cases where information is pending with respective region
Volume (Hm3) booked against 65 no. of cases

165
106
41
1,909.81
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Special Assistant to Prime
Minister on Petroleum
Nadeem Babar called on MD
SNGPL Mahmood Zia
Ahmed.

Special Assistant to Prime
Minister on Petroleum
Nadeem Babar during a
meeting with the Senior
Management.

Syed Jawad Naseem, Senior
General Manager (Business
Development) briefing Prime
Minister’s Special Assistant
on issues pertaining to gas
sales.
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Aamir Jaan, Secretary
(Energy) Punjab during a
meeting with Nadeem Babar
and Senior Management of
SNGPL.

Dr. Qamar Javaid Sharif,
Chairman, OGDCL Board of
Directors, called on MD
SNGPL Mahmood Zia
Ahmed at his office.

A delegation from Pakistan
Credit Rating Agency
(PACRA) during a meeting
with MD SNGPL Mahmood
Zia Ahmed and
Saghir-ul-Hassan Khan,
Chief Financial Officer.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT
Mohammad Asim

vision of tomorrow.

O God: From today’s
upheaval give us a
-Allama Iqbal

I belong to the
generation of Pakistan who
vividly carry with pride the living
memories of our only cricket
world cup victory in 1992. There
have been many shinning
achievements of Pakistani
athletes who made us proud
by winning laurels for the
country in many sports. Some
worth mentioning include four
world cups and three Olympic titles in field
Hockey, World championship in Snooker, and
above all winning streaks in Squash where the
goddess of victory seemed to be in platonic
love with the famous “Khan dynasty” but the
single cricket world cup victory has touched
our hearts and minds to an extent that it has
become a vexing mythological achievement
to be discussed and analyzed.
The 1992 Cricket world cup victory
unfortunately is so callously attributed to
providence, fate, and other situational
explanations that is has totally distorted our
perception for achievement in any field. The
irony is that this fatalistic attitude has become
part of our national character which in reality
is very much against our true ideological
disposition. We tend to forget that success
and failures are result of our own level of effort
as the saying goes: God helps those who help
themselves.
It seems that basking in euphoria of
victory for long tends to blind us to a level where
instead of analyzing its causes through the lens
of reason, we start attributing it to some
“mysterious alchemy.” Same happened to our
entire nation since our victory in world cup
almost a generation ago. The analysis goes that
Pakistan lost the matches in the beginning,
followed by a few victories and then by a sudden
stroke of luck the other teams lost in a pattern
that we made it to the finals and emerged as
undeserving Champions. So much is the impact
of this misguided approach that before every
world cup we secretly hope that our victory will
be the result of failures of other teams. Even the
most rational critics of the game at highest level
including professional players have given
credence to this cynic theory.
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Let me share with my friends the
analysis which I harbour in my mind based on
the limited knowledge of the game and like any
other observation it is very much open to critical
appreciation. Achievement in any team sports is
the result of interplay of following five elements
that need to be analyzed in context of Pakistan’s
victory in the World Cup under discussion:
1. FOCUS ON OBJECTIVE
said:

Famous Chinese Philosopher Sun Tzu

“All battles are won long before they are
fought in the battle field.”
The hope for fulfillment of world cup
dream for Pakistan was presaged when they hit
the purple patch in the famous Nehru Cup in
1989. It was a tournament played on Indian soil
where all the cricketing nations participated and

Pakistan emerged victorious with flying colours
by defeating every leading team of the world. It
was a great team effort led from the front by the
then Captain Imran Khan who was awarded the
Player of the tournament. So impressive was the
victory in terms of performance that it triggered
the passion to win the game’s most coveted
trophy of the world in 1992. Since then every
subsequent tournament played and won by
Pakistan carried the subconscious preparation
for the next world cup. In the later years the
performance of Pakistan team in the victories of
Australasia and Sharjah cups were nothing short
of exemplary when some of its players gave
record breaking performances. In home series
and tournaments abroad they outperformed
world champions Australia, New Zealand, West
Indies, India and Sri Lanka. Every victory was
celebrated with an inspiration and unrelenting
conviction to win the forthcoming world cup. The
ambition never gave way to complacency, and
when Pakistan landed on the Australian soil for
the biggest cricket extravaganza, they had
arguably the best wining ratio in limited overs
format. No team was so tenaciously committed
to the objective of winning the world cup as the
green shirts. Their relevance and optimism for
success were only to be challenged by their
injuries of the players.
2. QUALITY OF TEAM PLAYERS
Talent wins games but team work wins
Championships.
- Michael Jordan (Legendary Basket Ball player)
Pakistan team had both talent and
experience to create the winning combination
that proved both lethal and effective. In the
ICC-ODI ranking at that time, Captain Imran
Khan and Vice-Captain Javed Minadad were
rated among the top Batsmen of the world and
the former was also judged as the best all
rounder. Wasim Akram, Waqar Younas (who left
the team because of injury) were rated among
top five Bowlers. Pakistan pace attack found
additional strength through potent Aquib Javed.
Overshadowed by the brilliance of Wasim and
Waqar, he arguably established himself as the
best medium pacer by giving record breaking
performance of most wickets in a single one day
match. The additional bowling variety was
provided by deceptive leg spinner Mushtaq
Ahmed who could trap any batting line up by
weaving his web.
The batting line up had the required
depth in exceptional Javed Miandad, formidable
Rameez Raja, fluent Salim Malik, flamboyant

Amir Sohail and above all in rising talent of
effortless Inzamam ul Haq. All these players had
already displayed through their subliminal
performances the capacity to wreck any batting
line up or destroy any bowling attack on their
day.
During the world cup matches every
team member rose according to the situation
and contributed selflessly to play for the team
only. In the match against world champions
Australia, Amir Sohail scintillating innings set the
fighting total to be defended successfully by the
Pakistani piercing bowling attack. Javed
Miandad and Rameez Raja were among top five
highest run scorers in the tournament.
Inzamam’s swashbuckling innings in semi final
and blistering display of heavy hitting with
Wasim akram in the final was anchored by Javed
Miandad and Imran. Not only against England in
the penultimate match but also throughout the
tournament, Wasim, Imran, Aqib and Mushtaq
were scourge for the opponents’ batting line up.
Wasim Akram with his two magical deliveries in
the final was the highest wicket taker of the
tournament (18) trailed by magical Mushtaq (16
wickets) and supported by enigmatic Aqib (11
wickets). All three bowlers took wickets when
critically needed during the tournament. Very
few people know that despite initial defeats and
setbacks by injuries when Pakistan team
recovered to find their combination, they set the
world record of winning five consecutive
matches to lift the cup. This was surpassed by
Australia with seven wins in 1999.
3. LEVEL OF TRAINING AND PREPARATION:
It’s not the will to win that matters —
everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare to win
that matters.”
- Paul “Bear” Bryant
Level of training is the key determinant in
final success or failure. Champions don't train to
deliver competence rather they train hard to
produce excellence. In fact excellence is not
only a skill, it is a character in action made up of
mental toughness, willingness to work hard,
pride in performance and commitment to
achieve the goal. Pakistan team started the
preparation of world cup almost one year in
advance as written by the skipper in his own
book: All round view (Part-II).
To replicate Australian conditions which
include then the Bouncy pitches, and long
boundaries (100 yards in Australia) Pakistan
team came up with an innovative plan. They
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practiced in camp and even in hotel car parking
in Australia with Tennis Ball (this was published
in Australian newspapers too). The batsmen also
practiced on shorter cricket pitches to adjust to
the lengths of deliveries for improved
anticipation and shot selection on the bouncy
tracks. In the home series prior to world cup the
boundaries were stretched to 100 yards to
practice for timing and power. All this provided
to be well conditioned for Australian Cricket
Environment. With this level of training even with
initial setbacks, Pakistan team was not giving up
mentally to any kind of despondency as the
mantra goes: Harder you work, more difficult is
to surrender. They touched the rock bottom
when they lost a winning pool match against
semi finalists South Africa because of farcical
rain rule which was later replaced by D/L
method. All seemed over for Pakistan when they
rolled back with a bang and routed every team
to clinch the title.
4. STRATEGY FOR SURPRISE:
Always win by Strategy which is
mysterious and cannot be understood by your
opponent.
- Sun Tzu
Pakistan team strength was in their
quality of bowling attack found in the skill,
versatility, variety and speed of Legend Wasim
Akram and spirited Aqib Javed. This was duly
supported by swing and wrist spin of Imran
Khan and Mushtaq. The strategy was simple
“Take Wickets.” without caring for“no
ball”or“wides”. This way the entire offense was
unchained to launch the relentless blitzkrieg on
the opponents amid the overwhelming attacking
field. Their bowlers in every match kept pressure
on the opponents by taking wickets at regular
intervals. In batting the tact was to save wickets
by playing with patience and then launch full
attack in the final overs.
The attack found its full rhythm in the do
or die match against Australia at Perth. Pakistan
defended a small total of just 220 by winning the
match by margin of 48 runs. Wasim and Aqib
wreaked havoc on the batting line up of the
world champions along with Imran and Mushtaq
who wrecked the middle order. This strategy
was followed in all the matches and was
instrumental in destroying the undefeated New
Zealand in the last pool match. In the Finals
again Pakistan incisive Bowling cut through
England batting by sending half of their team in
dressing room below the score of hundred
followed by the menace of Akram who
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consigned them to their Waterloo with two lethal
deliveries. In the prior world cups every winning
team emphasized in containing the score with
their bowling attack but in 1992 world cup the
strategy was reversed to the surprise for every
opposing team.
5. LEADERSHIP
A leader is one who knows the way,
goes the way, and shows the way.
-James Maxwell
It was life time ambition and obsession
of Imran Khan to win the world cup. When
Pakistan was losing he bore the brunt of
scathing criticism from not only tabloid press,
general public but his friends and foes alike. The
skeptics were only rebutted and silenced by
tenacious hope and memorable performance.
The team when sunk in the lowest depth of
broken pride was lifted by his famous cornered
Tiger speech. With an injured shoulder, his
performance with both ball and bat was nothing
but inspiring. He himself came at No. 3 to take
the pressure of opponents bowling and always
stayed long enough to set or chase the total for
victory. It has been the pattern in most of the
world cups that the winning team captain always
performed in the critical situations to carry the
team out of crisis and showing the way forward.
In 1975, it was West indies Clive Lloyd innings in
the final and In 1983 Kapil Dev turned the tables
for India with two match winning performances.
In 1999 World Cup, Steve Waugh’s innings
against South Africa saved them from an early
exit. In 2003, it was Australian Captain Ricky
pointing’s epic ton in the final and In 1992 final at
MCG, the Captain resurrected Pakistan when
both openers were in pavilion in quick
succession with a meager total of 24 runs. On
the shores of Melbourne, skipper Imran
navigated his innings to make the highest
individual score (72 runs) in both teams and the
only one to hit the six. Throughout the
tournament his leadership skills showed best in
crisis with an all round performance
commensurating the demanding situations. All
efforts culminated in the world cup glory when
he took the final wicket against England and
lifted both hands.
To conclude, victory is not something
foreordained rather it is shaped and created in
future through human physical and mental
exertion. The external events were same for
everyone. The path of Australians’ world cup
victory in 1999 is weirdly similar to the one of

Pakistan in 1992 in terms of fate and
accomplishment. But the kangaroos found the
reasons of their sheer dominance in the game
not in heaven sent interventions rather only in
their willful concerted efforts. The causes for
victory and defeat are determined by minutest
invisible details found in our attitude, character,
performance and self-belief. Winds in the sea of
life only favours the ablest navigator. What we
call as luck is nothing but the law of success

where serendipity meets preparation. The 1992
World cup proved that passion to fight against
adversity is the greatest virtue of the winners.
The only lesson it gives us is:“Victory becomes
divine only when you snatch it from the jaws of
defeat through nothing but human endeavour”.
The writer is Chief Instructor at Civil
Services Academy and ex-Deputy
Chief Officer, T&D at SNGTI.

INITIATIVE

NOISE MITIGATION AT SALES
METERING STATIONS
Muhammad Jehanzeb Khan Noise pollution
can be defined
as unwanted or offensive sounds that
unreasonably affect our daily activities. The term
noise is very subjective. Sometimes when you
are ‘concentrating on your work then even a mild
conversation or whisper sound may become a
noise. On the other hand if you are in light mood
in a restaurant, then even many people talking
does not seem to be noise. The unit of sound
measurement is decibel (dB). Noise pollution
can cause hypertension, high stress levels,
hearing loss, sleep disturbances, and other
harmful effects. Noise generated from pipelines
can be (and usually is) subjected to restrictions
imposed by the OSHA, WHO and the EPA or
their local equivalents.
Keeping in view the adverse effects of
noise and to comply with OHSAS 18001:2007
guidelines, SNGPL has provided hearing
protection equipments (Ear muffs / plugs) to all
the employees working at High Noise areas.
Higher Management has shown great concerns
over the Company's high noise areas where
surrounding community is being affected and
has advised the concerned to look for optimal
solutions.
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With the passage of time population has
drastically increased causing rural areas being
turned into urban lands and Sales Metering
Stations (SMSs) once situated in remote areas
have now been engulfed in populated areas due
to which noise generation at SMSs is now
affecting Community. SNGPL in order to give
back to Society has always been at forefront for
facilitating projects that contribute to the
betterment of Community. Concerned agencies
like EPA are becoming more stringent on high
noise issues in populated areas. In such an
endeavour, a team comprising of
representatives from HSE, P&D and
Transmission Departments was formulated with
a vision to adapt latest technologies and
international practices to eliminate noise hazard
by application of engineering control at SMSs
near populated areas. The said committee has
recommended various solutions out of which
some are under test / observation. After
successful results of these tests, the solution will
be applied to all SMS’s registering high noise for
better control and compliance.
The writer is Engineer (HSE) at
Sec-IV, Lahore (T).

OPEN CORNER

BENEFITS OF ENTERPRISE
RISK MANAGEMENT AT SNGPL
The Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations (COSO) defines
Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) as,
“A process, effected by the entity’s
board of directors, management, and other
personnel, applied in strategy-setting and
across the enterprise, designed to identify
potential events that may affect the entity, and
manage risk to be within the risk appetite, to
provide reasonable assurance regarding the
achievement of objectives.”
Noaman Ahmed

In simple terms, ERM is a way to
effectively manage risk across the organization
through the use of a common risk management
framework. This framework can vary widely
among organizations but typically involves
people, rules, and tools. SNGPL has adopted a
hybrid framework based on the principles and
guidelines provided by the COSO Risk
Management Framework and the ISO
31000:2009 Standard. All activities undertaken
by SNGPL carry certain risks. The framework
adopted by SNGPL allows two main approaches
towards the implementation of risk management
process.
• Top-to-Bottom approach – It enables the
implementation of the risk management process
from the higher levels of the Company involving
the senior management of SNGPL and the Board
of Directors. This approach involves the
commitment towards the risk management
process, integration of the process with the
Company’s vision and mission, strategies for
process implementation, and an insight on the
risk management methodologies and best
practices worldwide along with the key
information on risks being faced by different
organizations across the globe.
• Bottom-to-Top approach – It enables the
implementation of the risk management process
from the grass-root levels of the Company
involving departments, sections, teams, and
individuals who play their specific role in the
implementation of the risk management process.
Their role involves identifying risks from their
day-to-day operations.
By successfully implementing the ERM, SNGPL
can add value-addition across the Company in

the following ways,
1. Developing a Risk Focused Culture Across
the Company
All of SNGPL will become aware of the
threats and opportunities present in the
achievement of its objectives. A structured
approach towards risk communication and
awareness will be developed which will help
specify the involvement of the individuals who
should be truly engaged in the risk management
process. Furthermore, ERM will allow effective
communication of risks between management
levels, executive level, and the Board of
Directors resulting in a cultural shift which allows
risk to be discussed and considered more
openly and breaks down silos with respect to
how risk is managed. As risk discussions
develop into a standard part of the overall
strategic business processes, operational units
within SNPGL will find that addressing risk in a
more formal way will help manage their part of
the company as well.
2. Efficient Resource Allocation Towards Risk
Mitigation
SNGPL will be able to prioritize risks with
high impacts on the organizational objectives.
By prioritizing high impact risks, SNGPL will be
better able to allocate its resources and invest
more of the attention on achieving strategic
objectives, rather than attempting to minimize
impacts from risks that were not identified in time
to be avoided or mitigated effectively.
3. Targeting Long Term Emerging Risks
By implementing ERM, SNGPL will be
able to identify and target longer-term risks
related to economy, technology, geopolitics, and
the environment. This will help in preparing for
the impact of the risk if it occurs, as well as to
develop strategies towards minimizing the
exposure from those risks.
4. Effective Coordination of Regulatory and
Compliance Matters
ERM data involves identifying and
monitoring controls and mitigation efforts across
the organization. This information can help
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SNGPL reduce the effort and cost of various
types of audits and reviews faced by an
organization.
5. Formal System for Risk Reporting
Standardized reports for keeping track
of enterprise risks can improve the focus of
directors and executives by providing data that
enables better risk mitigation decisions. Every
department of SNGPL is already acting to
reduce the risks in their daily activities and those
actions are being documented in their
departmental reports. While developing an ERM
program does not replace the need for day to
day risk management, it can improve the
framework and tools used to perform the critical
risk management functions in a consistent
manner. ERM will provide a transparent platform
to document and share the risks of the entire
organization with the relevant stakeholders and
will generate a formal system for reporting of
those risks based on standardized best
practices. Those reports will help the
management in developing a better
understanding of risk appetite, risk thresholds,
and risk tolerances.
6. Enabling Proactive Responses
Managing risks reactively could be
extremely costly and may even hinder an

organization’s continuity. Improving awareness
of potential harmful events has been shown to
prevent or minimize business losses and
disruptions. Through ERM, SNGPL will be able to
prioritize the most significant potential risks,
evaluate their impact, and develop a strategy to
monitor and respond to the risks in a timely
manner.
Other notable benefits of ERM will include,
• Enhanced confidence about the achievement
of strategic objectives.
• Improved compliance with legal, regulatory
and reporting requirements.
• Increased efficiency and effectiveness of
operations.
There is no doubt that we will continue to
face a future full of volatility, complexity, and
ambiguity. Enterprise risk management will be
an important part of how SNGPL will manage
and prospers through these times. SNGPL
needs to exhibit traits that drive an effective
response to change, including agile
decision-making, the ability to respond in a
cohesive manner, and the adaptive capacity to
pivot and reposition while maintaining high levels
of trust among stakeholders.
The writer is Engineer (Risk
Management) at Head Office.

SIGNIFICANCE OF INNOVATION
MANAGEMENT
In mid 1980s
Peter Drucker
wrote about innovation and entrepreneurship. In
his book, Innovation and Entrepreneurship
Principles and Practices, 1985, he mentioned
that America employed 10 Million more people
than predictable numbers, which ultimately took
America’s economy towards entrepreneurially
inspired, innovative business culture. Young
entrepreneurs started taking risks with the will to
endure hard work for the potential expected
success in their respective fields. Alongside
corporate giants started enjoying benefits from
highly loyal workforce. That was the time when
incorporating innovative ideas in business
quickly became a high valued management
goal. Corporate Executives started requiring
from their teams to learn the disciplines of
innovation and entrepreneurship, and Peter
Muhammad Usman Iftikhar
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Drucker became their mentor and teacher in this
regard.
Innovation is change that unlocks new
value
- Jamie Notter

Drucker’s ideas were the cure for
institutional giants of his time, and the business
climate of the 80s was ready for adopting them.
In this context, he treated both innovation and
entrepreneurship in the “new entrepreneurial
economy” as practices, decisive duties that
could be controlled best in a systematic work
environment. Unfortunately for corporate
America, the bureaucratic organization structure
was not able to sustain an entrepreneurial spirit,
and many of the proponents left to start their own
ventures.
Before Dricker’s death in 2004, he wrote

a book titled as, Management Challenges of the
21st Century. In the chapter, Management’s New
Paradigms, he reminds business leaders, “The
center of a modern society, economy and
community is not technology. It is not
information. It is not productivity. It is the
managed institution as the organ of society to
produce results Management is the specific
function, the specific instrument to make
institutions capable of producing results.”
WHAT IS INNOVATION?
New way of doing something. It may
refer to incremental, radical and revolutionary
changes in thinking, products, processes or
services of any organization. A distinction is
typically made between invention, an idea made
manifest, and innovation, ideas applied
successfully. Peter Drucker viewed innovation as
the tool or instrument used by entrepreneurs to
exploit change as an opportunity. He argued
that innovation, as a discipline, is capable of
being learned, as well as practiced. From his
perspective, systematic innovation consisted of
the purposeful and organized search for
changes, and in the systematic analysis of the
opportunities such changes might offer for
economic or social innovation.
Another method for practicing innovation
involves the antithesis of what Drucker called
systematic innovation. It is based upon the
concept, “accidents happen.” Innovation cannot
always be planned, which is why this approach
emphasizes how many important innovations are
the byproducts of accidents. “The key is to be
prepared for the unexpected,” says Robert D.
Austin, associate professor in the Technology
and Operations Management unit at Harvard
Business School. Austin’s research regarding
the practical implications of accidental
innovation, make it difficult to deny its viability.
Popular innovations discovered by accident
include cellophane, Cornflakes, nylon, penicillin,
Teflon and so many more.
Malcolm Gladwell studied rapid
cognition, the kind of thinking in his book, Blink
(2005) that happens in the blink of an eye.
Gladwell breaks down the two seconds anyone’s
mind uses to jump to conclusions about any new
information being presented. He believed these
instant conclusions we reach are really powerful.
Since entrepreneurship comes with an element
of risk, it’s helpful to know when snap judgments
are good and when they’re not.
INNOVATION & CREATIVITY
Creativity is thinking up new things,

Innovation is doing new things.

- Theodore Levitt

Innovation is the spark that makes good
companies great. It’s not just invention but also a
style of corporate behaviour comfortable with
new ideas and risk. Companies that know how to
innovate don’t necessarily throw money into
R&D. Instead they cultivate a new style of
corporate behavior that is comfortable with new
ideas, change, risk and even failure, according
to “Americas most Admired Companies”,
Fortune, March 3, 1997.
“Creativity is nothing more than going
beyond the current boundaries, whether those
are boundaries of technology, knowledge,
current practices, social norms, or beliefs”.
(Joseph V. Anderson in his book, ‘That thing
between your ears in an idea’
Creativity is nothing more than seeing
and acting on new relationships thereby bringing
them to life. While there are many definitions of
innovation, it is defined here very simply: using
creativity to add value. Value can be economic,
social, psychological, or aesthetic. Research has
shown everyone has some creativity, but it has
been stifled by Freud’s thinking that artistry and
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creativity are associated with mental illness and
the scientific emphasis on materialism and
analytical thinking.
There is a way to do it better-find it
- Thomas Edison
There are 120 different, special, and
measurable aspects of creative thinking which
particularly distinguish humans from other
species. These wide-ranging creative faculties
have been, and continue to be, critical to
mankind’s ability to adapt to changing situations,
environments, and systems. Extensive studies of
creative thinking have firmly established that
individuals exhibiting higher than average
scores in creative thinking also exhibit higher
than average scores in areas of mental,
emotional and healthy course of actions in
personality traits such as confidence,
self-reliance, persuasiveness, initiative, and
leadership. The challenge is to create an
environment that will bring out the creativity of
everyone and make those who have
demonstrated creativity even more creative.one
of the study has identified six factors of
environmental stimulants to creativity (freedom,
positive challenge, supervisory encouragement,
work group supports, organizational
encouragement and sufficient resources) and
two environmental obstacles to creativity
(organizational roadblocks and excessive
workload pressure).
The steps to integrate creativity into
decisions involve following steps:
1. Vision to innovate
2. Goals to accomplish
3. Situation analysis
4. Macro & Micro opportunities, problems,
causes
5. Alternatives (Solutions) & Evaluation of
Alternatives
6. Required Resources
7. Workable Action plan
8. Implementation
9. Measure results
INNOVATION IN THE 21ST CENTURY
As businesses move towards the year
2020, it’s interesting to examine the
developments innovation and entrepreneurship
have made. For starters, innovation has all but
become a necessity in today’s global business
setting, regardless of a company’s market
scope. This is due to the new reality that
competition for any business extends way
beyond its local area. In fact, companies that
recognized this early on and nurtured innovation
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as the ultimate source of competitive advantage
are surely reaping the benefits now.
With the rise of think tanks and R&D
facilities overseas, it is evident that companies
today are striving for an innovative climate.
According to Southern Business Review, Spring
2004 by Harper, S. M., Becker, S.W., based on a
comparative study of innovation practices, the
practice of innovation is not without its extreme
challenges. The intent of the study was to learn
how individuals, groups, leaders and the
organizational culture are influenced by
creativity (generating an idea) and risk-taking
(taking action on the idea). Interview questions
were based on the Innovation Equation model
(Byrd & Brown, 2003).
Innovation = Creativity + Risk Taking
INNOVATION IN STRATEGIC CONTEXT
Innovation is risky not just for the
individual but especially for large companies.
Studies show that the probability of economic
success from innovation is between 20 percent
and 30 percent. It takes guts to live with risk. As
a 20 to 30 percent success rate, it becomes
necessary to improve the chances of success.
Leadership is of course the first key to success.
Successful innovation requires a clear vision
defined by the leadership of the organization as
well as the creation of an environment where this
vision can be shared by colleagues. This
combination of vision and environment is called
strategic context.
Taking risks is not just about jumping in
foolishly, but assessing in a cool and rational
way what the risks are and preparing for them.
Innovation inevitably starts with creativity. Many
of us have some creativity and it is the
organizations role to provide an environment
where we dare to be creative. Innovation is
essentially an “enterprise of enterprise”: it is a
risky effort that must be borne by the whole
organization. In order to implement innovation
the whole organization has to take ownership of
it. Once innovation is in place then comes
implementation. Edison once said that success
is 2 percent inspiration and 98 percent
perspiration.
Innovation is the ability to see changes
as an opportunity.
- Steve Jobs

The writer is Senior Officer (T&D)
at SNGTI.

Tariq Mehmood, Senior Supervisor Admin
(Chunian), recently completed Masters of
Business Administration (Human Resource
Management) from University of the Punjab.

Muhammad Abdullah s/o Muhammad
Shahid, Executive Accountant, Lahore Region,
secured 1026 (93.27%) marks in S.S.C
Examination held under Board of Intermediate
and Secondary Education, Lahore.

Amna Sehar d/o Sajid Mehmood, Senior
Supervisor Dope Man, Gujrat (D) secured
Second position by obtaining 1063 (96.63%)
marks in S.S.C Examination (General Group)
held under Board of Intermediate and
Secondary Education, Gujranwala. She was
awarded Silver Medal by the Board.

Abeera Aslam d/o (late) Muhammad Aslam
Javed ex-Superintendent Records (Kasur),
Lahore East (D) has secured 1062 (96.54%)
marks in S.S.C Examination held under Board
of Intermediate and Secondary Education,
Lahore.

SNGPL and the Editorial Team of “The Pride” are thankful to
the following employees for the services they rendered. We
wish all the best for their future.

Syed Annas Ali s/o Syed Asher Ali,
Superintendent Billing, Head Office, secured
1078 (98%) marks in S.S.C Examination held
under Board of Intermediate and Secondary
Education, Lahore.

Sarah Nawaz d/o Rab Nawaz Khan,
Superintendent Admin, Sub Area office
Mingora, Swat, secured 1012 (92%) marks
in S.S.C Examination held under Board of
Intermediate and Secondary Education,
Swat.

Wedding Bells
Anas Awais, Officer, Sales Section, Lahore
Area, got married this month.

Allah Diwaya
Chowkidar
Transmission Section
Chenab X-ING, Faisalabad (T)

Muhammad Khalid
Sr. Associate Engineer
Compression Section
AC-6, Multan (T)

S. A. Naiyer, ex-Deputy Managing Director (Commercial), passed
away on 31 July 2019.
Mother of Manzoor Ahmad, ex-Senior Admin Officer, Projects
HQ, Head Office, passed away on 05 July 2019.
Mother of Riffat Abbas, Officer Distribution, CSC (LDA Plaza),
passed away on 29 July 2019.
Ghulam Safdar
Deputy Foreman Fitting
Distribution Section
Padshahan, Rawalpindi (D)

Ghulfam Hussain
Sr. Supervisor Extruder
Operator
Projects Section
Coating Plant, Project (HQ)

Elder Sister of Sajida Iqbal, Engineer (HSE), Faisalabad (D),
passed away on 01 July 2019.
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HOUSEKEEPING

ENSURING A HYGIENIC AND
CLEAN WORKPLACE

should be avoided and loose wiring should be
efficiently rectified.

Housekeeping is meant to
keep everything on its right
place. It is a vital issue for an organization that
its employees are exposed to germs at minimum
possible level. Now a day, every organization is
paying due attention and allocating reasonable
resources to maintain housekeeping and
hygiene environment.
Ayesha Qadir

There are basically two aspects of
housekeeping, one is personal hygiene and
other is clean work area. Personal hygiene is
directly linked with the employees for instance all
employees should be neatly dressed, and
regularly trim their nails and hair. Keeping in
view the office ethics, all employees should take
bath, use deodorant before coming to office,
leave the washrooms dry and clean for others,
and wash their hands properly. Second main
aspect of housekeeping is to keep work area
clean. All furniture, electrical equipments should
be clean while all lobbies, floors of the office
should be dust free and dry, and all waste
materials should be disposed in proper way. To
keep work area clean, employees should avoid
edibles at their seats, over head staking in office

SNGPL has taken various measures to
keep and to maintain housekeeping up to the
mark in its offices. Certification of ISO14001 and
OHSAS 18001 are proofs that the company is
paying due attention towards housekeeping.
Weekly Safety talks, trainings on regular basis,
visits by committee members are arranged for
awareness among employees about
housekeeping aspects. Educational material on
the right way to wash hands duly approved by
the World Health Organization (WHO) is
prominently displayed in restrooms for the
guidance of employees. Admin Department is
putting in best possible efforts to maintain
housekeeping up to the desired standard.
Our Holy Prophet (P.B.U.H) also termed
cleanliness as half of the faith hence we should
be very conscious about cleanliness at
individual and collective level. This will help in
keeping ourselves protected from many
diseases.

He only resolved bill segment errors and provisional
billing efficiently. Due to his consistent efforts, PMDU
and 1199 complaints remained at minimum level in the
Region.

He showed extraordinary efforts in effective and
efficient processing of RLNG cases including 930
commercial, 90 domestic to RLNG Commercial and 14
housing societies cases.

Anas Awais
Officer
Sales Section
Lahore Area
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The writer is Admin Officer at
Head Office.

Muhammad Qamar Sultan
Officer
Billing Section
Sahiwal - D
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